F250 forum diesel

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April edited March in Ford. It will not be a work
truck, mostly city driving, with occasional road trips. It will be leased, so I will not have to worry
too much about maintenance. My main considerations are MPG and fuel cost, and any problems
about the gas and diesel engines available April I'm on my third diesel F This one is a super cab
and 8' bed. I use my truck much like you are planning to do. I have the 7. In the LA traffic mess I
usually get in the mid sixteens to low seventeens. On some trips to and from Vegas or Phoenix
and cruising at the governor The governor is a Ford thing and is based upon speed not engine
RPM. The thing that will get you the best mileage at any speed is using the cruise control.
Diesels do not like to accelerate and use a lot of fuel relatively to change speeds. So from this
biased source, go diesel! And would I ever buy a truck with a gasoline engine? Yeah, probably
when since I can't use the h-word the Angels win the world Series. I don't know if I would go
with the diesel or not I had a 96 auto and got mpg on it but the extra expence comes when you
change oil, takes 14 qts and the filter costs from Might should run some to see how it comes out
on the cost for gas -diesel lease. Also do you need the or would a do what you want if it is like a
car? I know a with a v8 will get 17 mpg so you wouldn't save at that figure I don't think. I never
bought the diesel thinking of economy. It's just that I like driving a diesel. No other reason. Now
there are some other rather nice advantages that come along with the huge beast F, but this is a
gasoline vs. I've said this before that if you really drive a diesel for 15K miles before you decide
if you like it or hate it, the odds are that you'll never drive gasoline again. I know my first diesel
6. But then I really decided that I like diesels. Duh no, maybe I'm dumb, maybe I'm just too old to
change. May There is more to this issue then just fuel economics. I think the Deisel has a way
stronger resale value along with an average miles a gallon better fuel economy make it a
financial winner. However the deisel is not meant for short hops and can be considered both
very noisy and smelly. Do some research Takes alot of miles to make up the price of the diesel.
When not towing it will take even longer. Non towing gas millage will not be that much different
mpg. I can't decided whether to buy a diesel or gas, I am leaning strongly toward the diesel, not
because I need one, but because i've never owned a diesel and i'm curious. Now curiosity can
be very expensive, especially if I decide I hate the diesel. So, right now I'm in a battle with
myself. Oh, what to buy. I am going to head to my dealer and test drive both vehicles. Travel
with the big guys. Another problem is, I know my wife will not like the noise or the smell, see my
problem?? I feel your pain!!!! But I agree with your wife, smart lady. How is that better resale?
Love our new diesel - our first. Not noisy or smelly in the cab - too bad for the envious
onlookers. There's nothing like the sound and feel of all that muscle under the hood.
Remember, the book doesn't buy the vehicle, the people do. It's not what the book value is, it's
the market value, the diesil is worth much closer to full book value than the gas eng. It is much
harder to sell a gas as compared to a diesel, especially if they have a lot of miles on them. I will
preface this statement with I was a finance manager from '85 to ' Book value is derived from an
average of sales in a given region. It is the price that's being paid on "average". So if you're
trying to tell me people pay more than book for anything they are either uninformed or silly. On
a personal note I would not buy ANY high mileage vehicle, diesel or gas. While it's indisputable
the diesel should last longer the rest of the truck is the same. You are a rarity in your mileage
and weight you pull. The diesel is a better choice. For the Average Joe pulling recreational
vehicles occasionally and not putting over miles a year on a vehicle IMHO the gas will be
cheaper, smoother, quieter and quicker. I drive a diesel. This is my third and over a quarter
million miles total. I purchased the truck because it has the diesel. I just like driving a diesel. Let
me see if I can convince you not to buy a diesel. A diesel is noiser than a gasoline engine. A
diesel smells more than gasoline. The oil changes are critical and must be done every 3 to 5 K
miles. Most of my driving is freeway and usually moving at 35 and above. With an oil change of
quarts you'll be buying the oil in quantity from WalMart. Store brand is Q-State and is available
in 8 quart containers. You'll need to find a parts store Pep Boys or Kragen to dump your used
oil. Reasonably priced filters and the like are not available at the corner parts store. You'll have
to plan ahead and order ahead. Diesel injection service in Texas has good prices. You'll find
things that you need that you've never heard of, like anti-cavitation fluid, lubricity enhancer with
anti-algae additives. Fuel stops become an event. Oil must be checked to see if it is increasing
in level. The foamy nature of diesel fuel takes longer to fill the tank. Usually, you can put 3
gallons in after automatic shut off. This is an improvement! It used to be 5 gallons could be
added. Acceleration is not a diesel's strong point. You have to plan passing on two lane roads
and lane changes on the freeway. Federal taxes are six cents higher per gallon of diesel than
gasoline. The range of diesel fuel prices vary greatly and are not necessarily related to the
prices of unleaded. Diesel fuel is usually 5 to 20 cents more expensive than gasoline. However,

in the LA area the price has been closer to unleaded and once or twice lower. Diesel fuel is more
difficult to find, but not that difficult. Again planning ahead is necessary but not impossible.
During a recent trip from Los Angeles to Daytona Beach I was able to plan all except one of my
fuel stops in advance. All the fuel stops were at my choice of a particular brand and about hours
apart. Diesel fuel is different from gasoline in terms of quality and there are no real guidelines
like octane in gasoline. The quality of diesel does make a world of difference in how the truck
runs! The lower the ambient temperature the more difficult it is to start a diesel. My '92 was
frequently parked outside and got snowed on but it always started. I did notice that it took
cranking for a few extra seconds to start. After cold starting my diesels I always wait seconds
before moving. This is to give the oil pressure gauge to register full pressure. A bit inconvenient
and there's the smelly smoke for the neighbors. Now with all those negatives, I seriously doubt
that I will ever own a gasoline driven vehicle again. I just like the drivability of the diesel. June
Too much caffeine? Try Sanka. I'll remind you of the Participant's Agreement The dealers say
it's not a problem and won't fix it under warranty. Has anyone run across anything like this or
have an idea as to what it might be? There are three sensors that may be the cause of the hard
shifting. These sensors caused rough shifting on my EOD4 but it was a ' Is your check brake
light on? Good luck, Rich. July I noticed a few postings ago that comparison of prices of
gasoline versus diesel fuels was made to help determine the cost effectiveness of a diesel
engine versus gasoline. I believe the comparison was made using the price of low grade
gasoline versus that of diesel. I haven't owned a new truck in some time, and my old '82 cubic
inch F 4x4 with 4 speed manual tranny with granny low runs fine on the low grade gasoline, and
for my occasional short towing of cow trailers also does just fine. If I bought a truck with todays
engines, however, I think in a gasoline engine to be used to tow the same trailer, load, and for
the same distance I would have to buy in the 5. In either regular or mid-range, diesel here in my
part of the southeastern US right now is a good deal less than low grade, and even more so in
mid-range, all of which would skew your results. I owned one of the first diesels Ford offered in
an E van and found some of the parts houses like NAPA carried the fuel and oil filters. As
popular as diesel engines are now, I suspect more parts houses as well as most Walmarts and
K-marts carry them, which should bring the cost down. Be careful of the oil you use in them,
however, as they do require an oil rated for diesel engines, and all oils aren't. One thing you
didn't mention about the diesel engines is the requirement for clean fuel, so if you go with one
and travel in it I recommend you learn to change the fuel filters yourself, buy a couple to put
under the seat, and take the tools you need to make the change by the side of the road. My
diesel just quit running in the Painted Desert not long after I filled up. Fortunately, I had the
tools, filter, and knew how to change the fuel filter, did so, and got right back on the road. For
this reason, when a friend bought a Dodge with a Cummins diesel engine in it I recommended
he get the shop manuals and learn to change his own fuel filters. In my van it was easy to
change, and the fuel system purged itself of air, which made it even easier. A brother-in-law with
a relatively new powerstroke diesel showed me how they are changed on it and it seemed even
easier with them. I have asked in several places in these forums if anyone had changed their
own fuel filter on a Cummins and no one has responded, although some Powerstroke owners
have indicated it is easy on them. Anyone that can respond to that question out there? There
are pro's and con's with diesel. They will probably get better fuel mileage than a larger V-8 like
the 5. At the same time they are noisy, you can't seem to help getting diesel fuel on your hands
when you fill up, they cost a good deal more to buy initially, an oil change takes more oil, the oil
filters are more expensive, fuel and air filters have to be changed, all of which adds to the cost
of operation. But if I did a lot of towing or intended to do a lot of over the road driving I would
probably buy one. August After 30 or more days of inactivity Log in or Sign up. Super Duty
Diesel Forum. Latest: 6. Post only if your rig is broke This forum is to be used if your truck is
Disabled and in immediate need of assistance. Post em here! New Members, Vendors,
advertisers, etc.. The Proving Grounds Testing area for signatures, avatars, etc. Technical Truck
Discussions. Non Engine Specific. Latest: check coolant additive bcvickers , Feb 8, Latest: filter
and pan on my makeiteasy , Dec 21, Latest: Fuel in the oil bismic1 , Dec 11, Latest: Been a while
Power, Performance, Upgrades. Latest: upgrades carbonation , Dec 28, Latest: Perplexed with
my 6. Latest: powerstroke cold start video pgricklyFord , Oct 17, Latest: Replacing the old
shock absorber Emily Katz , Sep 15, Other Truck Discussions. Latest: Swapping power inverter
for larger Blackcoyote , Dec 16, Latest: F rear crew cab vents low air volume James Lucas , Oct
6, Latest: Fuel additives lubricity breakdown carbonation , Jan 1, Latest: F DRW too high? Also
discussions about places to camp at, state parks, resorts, etc. SDD Community Buzz. Canada,
World. Alaska, Hawaii, US Territories. Northeast Area. Southeast Area. Midwest Area. Texas
Area. Southwest Area. Central Area. Northwest Area. California Area. Super Duty Diesel
Vendors. At Auto Accessories Garage we have all the top name brand accessories at rock

bottom prices. Click or call AAG1 , Jul 3, Check out our selection of parts and accessories at
CARiD. Visit CarParts. Contains no messages. Community Marketplace. Parts For Sale Sell
those parts from your truck here. Tbar , Jan 31, Trucks For Sale You have a Truck for sale, post
it here. Latest: F King Ranch 6. Parts Wanted Need a programmer, mirror, wheel, etc. Latest: or
newer 02Oilburner , Feb 19, Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Log in or Sign up. Ford
Raptor Forums. Help Support Ford Raptor Forum by donating:. Nov 11, at PM 1. I can remote
start through the app so that's OK. TOO much power almost? If they offered the 6. Nov 11, at PM
2. What are you trying to do with this new truck purchase? You own a Raptor. Was it bought
because you wanted the off-road capability? Why the sudden impetus to change? Nov 11, at PM
3. Damn, you have a lot going on. Refresh me, what happened to your Raptor? They are good
looking trucks with great engines. SS likes this. Nov 11, at PM 4. FordTechOne likes this. Nov
11, at PM 5. Holy crap -- I think you are over thinking things Maybe try a minivan -- they can tow
jetskis. Tolliver , Diesel71 and isis like this. Nov 11, at PM 6. The primary mission of our F is to
pull our RVâ€”and then allow us to cruise around. Great truck for that purpose. Obviously, our F
is not a Tremorâ€”but I believe the F platform regardless of how engineeredâ€”is a completly
different animal in every way from the F platform. Candidly, drive the Tremor as much as you
canâ€”form your own opinion. I do not believe there are enough words to describe the
differences between any F platform vs F platform. Good luck! Last edited: Nov 11, Nov 11, at PM
7. As a disclaimer, nobody on this forum should be "fine" with a Tacoma; it's
rv 50 amp to 30 amp adapter wiring diagram
lucas light switch wiring diagram
construction of free body diagrams
the prius of pickups and it has about the same level of usefulness and utility, which is to say
zero. It sounds like you really liked the Powerstroke F; have you driven the Tremor version? The
additional size, weight, and width of the tires may be helpful with putting down all of that power
and torque. I'm surprised the 7. I agree that it is incredible how well the new HD trucks ride; it
wasn't long ago that Fs were riding on an open c-channel frame with leaf springs both front and
rear. The 6. The only differences are the calibrations and manufacturing plants. The only
downside is the interiors, for some reason GM continues to drop the ball on interior design and
functionality compared with Ford and RAM. Nov 11, at PM 8. Smunczen likes this. Nov 11, at PM
9. Nov 11, at PM You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

